
CASCADE CONTROL

Control Engineering - When multiple sensors are available for measuring conditions in a controlled process, a cascade
control system can.

Cascade control should always be used if you have a process with relatively slow dynamics like level,
temperature, composition, humidity and a liquid or gas flow, or some other relatively-fast process, has to be
manipulated to control the slow process. Or, the steam valve could start sticking as friction takes its
mechanical toll over time. Error Handling You need to consider error handling between the axes. One process
variable that depends on more than one measurement might need more than one controller. But we cannot
shift our attention to the outer primary controller until we have tested and approved the inner secondary
controller performance. The added hardware costs must be complimented by increased installation and
configuration costs. If the inner secondary loop dynamic character is not sufficiently fast, then a PI controller
on the inner loop, even if properly designed and tuned, will not perform as well as P-Only. Only then, with our
process steady and at or very near its DLO, can we proceed with the second bump test to complete the design
and tuning of the outer primary controller. Implementation is a familiar task because the procedure is
essentially to employ our controller design and tuning recipe twice in sequence. This, in turn, impacts the
design and tuning of the outer primary controller. The water in the tank, the tank temperature, the steam, and
the steam flow rate would be the primary process, the primary process variable, the secondary process, and the
secondary process variable, respectively refer to the Cascade Control Block Diagram. The secondary process
then generates a secondary process variable that serves as the control effort for the primary process. Does
Cascade Control Have any Disadvantages? A cascade arrangement should be tuned starting with the innermost
loop. However, this results in poor control. For the outer loop, define a Cascading Outer Loop axis. The
controller receiving the set point flow controller in the example is called the secondary, inner or slave
controller. During closed loop control of the outer loop including during tuning , make sure that the inner loop
axis remains in closed-loop control and geared to the PDIF output of the outer loop axis. PI for Inner
Secondary Controller A subtle design issue relates to the choice of control algorithm for the inner secondary
controller. Effective communication between and among production staff is critical and so is the
communication between the Inner and Outer loops. The cascade block diagram is presented in the graphic
below click for a large view and discussed in detail in this article. The inner loop disturbances are less severe
than the outer loop disturbances. September 25, at am I like your articles. Allows controller to respond quickly
to the faster inner loop. In both cases, flow control loops should be used as inner loops in cascade
arrangements. The Denominator should be set to , and the Numerator should be set to the velocity range of the
inner axis. Otherwise, the secondary controller will be constantly correcting for disturbances to the secondary
process and unable to apply consistent corrective efforts to the primary process. The two loops are linked and
they must communicate properly if any performance improvement is to be achieved. With the fast flow control
loop in place, the sticky control valve will cause it to oscillate, but at a much shorter faster period due to the
inherent fast dynamic behavior of a well-tuned flow loop. This allows the secondary controller enough time to
compensate for inner loop disturbances before they can affect the primary process. Most notably, the extra
sensor and controller tend to increase the overall equipment costs.


